
 
 

Teak Seating and tables 
 
Vegas and Reno teak seating were introduced in 2013, along with the Hawaii bench, 
Alice folding chairs and beautiful teak tops stocked in many sizes To choose a good 
supplier that would manufacture a good quality contract product worthy of our marketing 
we visited several factories in Indonesia.  We found one and they build a very nice chair 
and table, and since we are importing direct from the manufacturer without a trading 
company in the middle, we are extremely competitive.   
 
The chairs have mortise and tenon construction.  They stack well and are comfortable 
without cushions.  The tables are thicker than the bargain tables on the market and are 
screwed, not stapled together with great reinforcements.  All goods are first assembled 
and sanded, then weathered to raise the grain, and then re-sanded to assure a smooth 
surface.  Some live knots, sapwood or heartwood streaks and white streaks will add 
interest to our teak, while keeping the cost reasonable. All teak is plantation raised and 
our teak is mostly young teak made from trees thinned out of the plantation to make room 
for trees to grow larger without crowding.   
 
The teak furniture is supplied without finishing and will fade to grey in time unless oiled, 
varnished, or treated with a special Teak Protector that uses nanotechnology to seal the 
pores.  Mineral oil can also be used as it is inexpensive, food safe, and does not get 
sticky.  Any oil will have to be reapplied from time to time depending on usage and 
weather. 
 
We have continued the line unchanged for 2017 except that we have added a couple of 
sizes of tops and increased stock.  We have found that we are VERY competitive in price 
and that our construction is first rate.  A picture of the underside of a top is featured in the  
catalog to highlight the construction.. 
 


